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Abstract— This paper presents the application of a real-time electromagnetic target classification technique to recognize dispersive dielectric objects with varying loss characteristics. The
suggested classifier design technique is operative at the resonance region and is based on the
use of Singularity Expansion Method (SEM) to represent a given electromagnetic scatterer by its
natural response. A multi-aspect database of wide band scattered signals are processed to extract
target features with the ultimate aim of target characterization in an aspect invariant manner.
The Wigner distribution (WD), a quadratic time-frequency transformation, is used to extract
pole-related feature vectors from non-stationary scattered signals. The Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) is further used to fuse multi-aspect feature vectors to obtain a single unified
feature vector for each library object. A suitable late-time design interval needs to be chosen to
obtain fused features with minimized aspect sensitivity that is a vital requirement for improved
classifier accuracy.
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic object recognition is a challenging problem due to the aspect and polarization
dependent nature of scattered electromagnetic signals. The Singularity Expansion Method (SEM),
originally established in 1970’s by C.E. Baum, is a well-known modeling tool used to represent the
late-time portion of the scattered electromagnetic response waveforms. These aspect and polarization dependent late-time signals are basically composed of the superposition of damped sinusoidal
signals oscillating at the complex natural resonance (CNR) frequencies of the object. The CNR
frequencies are the poles of the object’s system function in complex frequency domain [1]. Collection of these poles can describe the related finite-size object uniquely in an aspect and polarization
independent manner as they are determined by the size, shape and material properties of a given
object. As the extraction of poles from measured late-time scattered data is highly susceptible to
noise, use of alternative indirect feature extraction techniques is found more feasible. This paper
is based on the recently suggested WD-PCA method [2, 3] where the extracted object features
describe the spectral content of natural response over a properly chosen late-time interval. This
technique makes use of the Wigner-Ville Distribution (WD), a quadratic time-frequency transformation, to extract pole-related object features at each available aspect/polarization combination.
Then, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used for data reduction and feature fusion. In
WD-PCA method, electromagnetic scattered data measured or simulated at only a few different
aspects would be enough to design the classifier for a library of preselected objects. Each library
object is represented in the classifier’s feature database by a single fused feature vector with minimized aspect variance. In the real-time object recognition phase, on the other hand, a scattered
signal received at an arbitrary and unknown aspect would be sufficient to classify the test object. In
literature, the WD-PCA technique has been successfully applied so far to recognize perfect conductor, perfect dielectric or dielectric coated conducting objects [2–4]. In this paper, this technique will
be demonstrated for the first time in literature for objects made of dispersive and lossy dielectric
materials.
2. THEORY

Basic theory and fundamental design steps of the WD-PCA based object classification technique
are briefly described in this section. In the first step of this design procedure, a database of
electromagnetic scattered signals must be generated to contain a total of K × M different timedomain scattered signals at K reference combinations of aspect angle/polarization for each one of M
library targets. Scattered signals can be either measured or synthesized by numerical simulations
over a common preselected frequency band in resonance region. Next, the auto Wigner-Ville
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distribution (WD) is computed for each design signal x(t) as
Z∞
e−j2 π f τ x(t + τ /2)x∗ (t − τ /2)dτ

Wx (t, f ) =

(1)

−∞

where the output represents an energy density function over the joint time-frequency plane, in
approximate sense. To characterize the natural response behavior of the target, it is needed to
partition the total time span T0 of the signals into Q equally-wide intervals and use the WD output
over £a selected ¤late time interval [3] to construct a late-time feature vector (LTFV) defined as
ē = Ēq∗ Ēq∗ +1 where Ēq is the qth partition vector of length (N/2) defined on the qth time
interval with its entries computed as
q

T0

ZQ
Eq (fp ) =

Wx (t, fp )dt for q = 1, 2, . . . , Q,

p = 1, 2, . . . , N2

and fp = (p − 1) T10

(2)

T
(q−1) Q0

where N is the number of samples of the discrete time domain scattered signal. The methods for
choosing parameters Q and q ∗ are discussed in detailin [3]. Then, the PCA technique is used to
extract main patterns common to LTFV features (whose aspect variances are reduced moderately)
computed at K different aspect/polarization combinations for a given library object. To implement
the PCA based multi-aspect feature fusion technique, a real valued feature matrix F of size K × N
is formed for each object having the late-time feature vectors ēk , k = 1, . . . , K as its rows. Then,
the covariance matrix SF of this feature matrix F is computed which is a K × K nonsingular,
symmetric matrix. Next, an orthonormal matrix U = [u1 u2 . . . uK ] is formed where ui ’s are
the normalized eigenvectors (of size K × 1) corresponding to the eigenvalues λi of the covariance
matrix SF . In this process, the U matrix is formed after ordering the computed eigenvalues such
that λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λK and it can be used to diagonalize the covariance matrix and to transform
the correlated feature vectors ē1 , ē2 , . . . , ēK into a set of uncorrelated vectors z1 , z2 , . . . , zK by




z1
ē1 − mean(ē1 )IN
 z2 
 ē − mean(ē2 )IN 
 = UT  2

Z=
(3)
.
..
 .. 


.
zK

ēK − mean(ēK )IN

where IN is an all-ones row vector of length N, the superscript T denotes the transpose operator
and the resulting matrix Z (of size K × N ) is composed of transformed vectors, zi ’s which are the
principal components of the feature matrix F . Each principal component zi is a zero-mean vector
with variance λi . Then, the fused feature vector (FFV) can be constructed as a weighted sum of
principal components to characterize the associated target in the classifier’s feature database.
The same procedure is repeated for each object in the classifier library to completely design
the classifier’s feature database. Then, during the real-time classification phase, the LTFV of the
measured test signal is computed as described above and its correlation coefficient with respect
to each FFV in the classifier library is computed to determine the library target with the highest
matching score.
3. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we will demonstrate the design of an object classifier to recognize M = 3 different spherical targets T1 , T2 , T3 which have the same radius (a = 10 cm) but they are made of
dispersive and lossy dielectric materials with different complex relative permittivity parameters
εr (ω) = ε0r (ω) + jε00r (ω). In this study, we have chosen three typical types of human breast tissue
with permittivity functions described by the Cole-Cole model
εr (ω) = ε∞ +

∆ε
σs
+
(1−α)
jωε0
1 + (jωτ )

with the values of model parameters fitted for each tissue type [5] as shown in Table 1.

(4)
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Table 1: Cole-Cole parameters for three typical types of breast tissue.
Tissue Type
T1
T2
T3

ε∞
9.941
7.821
6.151

σs (S/m)
0.462
0.713
0.809

∆ε
26.60
41.48
48.26

τ (ps)
10.90
10.66
10.26

α
0.003
0.047
0.049

Then, scattered signals for these dispersive library objects are computed in frequency domain (in
response to an x-polarized uniform plane wave propagating in +z-direction as described in Figure 1)
using the Mie series over the frequency range from almost DC to 19.1 GHz at φ = 90 degrees azimuth
angle and for 12 different bistatic aspect anglesfor θ = 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, 165
and 179 degrees. Out of these 12 different aspects, only K = 4 reference aspects at θ = 45, 90, 135
and 179 degrees are chosen to be used in classifier design. Accordingly, a total of K × M = 12
scattered time-domain signals are used in classifier design after being transformed into time domain
by using IFFT. The classifier is designed over the optimum time interval [9.21 ns–10.89 ns] using
the design parameters N = 1024, T0 = 26.81 ns, Q = 32 and q ∗ = 12. An example of the scattered
time-domain signals is shown in Figure 2 for the object T3 at a bistatic aspect angle for θ = 150
degrees. Real and imaginary parts of permittivity functions for all three objects are plotted in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively.

Figure 1: Simulation setup for scattered signal computations under plane wave excitation.

(a)

Figure 2: Time-domain scattered signal for target 3
at θ = 150 degrees (for 30 degrees bistatic angle).

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Real parts ε0r (ω) and (b) imaginary parts ε00r (ω) of relative permittivity for targets T1 , T2 and
T3 .

The fused feature vectors (FFV’s) obtained by the suggested WD-PCA technique for each
library object are given in Figure 4. Finally, the test results for 24 different test signals (each
of 3 targets observed at 8 different non-design aspects) are summarized in the contour plot of
Figure 5 where the correlation coefficients between each of 24 testing LTFVs and each of 3 FFVs
of the classifier feature database are computed with a result of 100 percent accuracy rate. The
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diagonal “matched” submatrices have very large correlation coefficient values while the off-diagonal
“mismatched” submatrices show much lower correlation figures, as expected.

Figure 4: Fused feature vectors (FFVs) of the designed classifier for targets T1 , T2 and T3 .
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Figure 5: Contour plot of correlation coefficients computed for all possible pairs of testing LTFVs and FFVs.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, design of a WD-PCA based object classifier for three different lossy dispersive dielectric spheres is demonstrated together with performance testing with 100 percent accuracy. Noise
performance of the classifier will besimulated in a future work. Also, usefulness of the WD-PCA
method will be investigated in detection and classification of a benign or malignant tumor within
such realistic breast tissues as the ultimate goal of our future studies.
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